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Topic: Birds

1) Read the story .-Make five short questions from the story & write the answers.
-Write down the plural of words marked as red in the story.
-Write the moral of the story.

On a hot day of summer, an ant was searching for some
water. After walking around for some time, she came near the
river. To drink the water, she climbed up on a small rock.
While trying to drink a water, she slipped and fell into the
river.There was a dove sitting on a branch of a tree who saw
an ant falling into the river. The dove quickly plucked a leaf
and dropped it into the river near the struggling ant. The ant
moved towards the leaf and climbed up onto it. Soon, the leaf
drifted to dry ground, and the ant jumped out. She looked up
to the tree and thanked the dove.Later, the same day, a bird
catcher nearby was about to throw his net over the dove
hoping to trap it. An ant saw him and guessed what he was
about to do. The dove was resting and he had no idea about
the bird catcher. An ant quickly bit him on the foot. Feeling
the pain, the bird catcher dropped his net and let out a light
scream. The dove noticed it and quickly flew away.

2) Can’t fly
Write sentences about birds using : all or some. Example: All the birds have wings

3) Prepare ten Multiple choice questions on birds for Quiz.
Example: I am a green coloured bird with red beaks. What is my name?

i) Crow ii) Parrot iii) Eagle
I make my nest by stitching the leaves.
i) Sparrow ii) Eagle iii) Tailor bird

4) Drawing of two birds ,Step by Step is given. Draw it in your copy and do collage work.

5) As you are reading one new story daily ,Picturize any one story on birds that you have read
and practice story telling.Example:
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